Area

Population

Languages

6,704 sq
miles, approx.
7% of UK

1.2 million,
approx. 1.7%
of UK

English, siSwati

Literacy
rates
87.5%

MOZAMBIQUE

E S WAT I N I

‘Go therefore and make disciples of
all nations, baptising them in the
name of the Father and of the Son
and of the Holy Spirit.’
MATTHEW 28.19 (ESV)

LESOTHO

Looking for ideas to give a meaningful
present this Christmas? If so, keep on
reading! We’ve developed a range of
exciting new charity gifts for you to
choose from. Instead of buying a regular
present this year, you could provide a
Bible to a child, set up a literacy class
for women, or train a church leader.
Whichever project you choose to
support, your gift will make a lifechanging difference to people around
the world.
You can find out more about the gifts at:

biblesociety.org.uk/charitygifts
And that’s not all! We’ve created a brand
new children’s nativity story booklet –
With Love from God to You, to help you

share the Christmas story with those around you. To
encourage you to spread the good news, we’ve also
developed accompanying resources for churches
and respective editions in Welsh.
To make things even more exciting, we’ve partnered
with The Entertainer toyshop to offer a free copy of
the story booklet to all families visiting their stores
this Christmas.
Please pray for this amazing
opportunity to share the true
Biblical message of Christmas
this December.
You can order the Christmas
resources online at:
biblesociety.org.uk/christmas
or by telephone at:
01793 418222
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Thandolwethu with the pastor of Siteki School for the Deaf

YOU R STO R I ES & COM M E NT S

ALBANIA

You are part of an amazing community, committed to see God’s word transform lives
around the world. Here’s a snapshot of what some of you have to say!
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SERBIA

MONTENEGRO

Area

Population

Languages

11,099 sq
miles, approx.
12% of UK

3.1 million
approx. 4.8%
of UK

Albanian
(official), Greek,
others

Literacy
rates
97.6%

NORTH
MACEDONIA

I TA LY

GREECE

ALBANIA

‘So faith comes from hearing, and
hearing through the word of Christ.’
ROMANS 10.17 (ESV)

Elizabeth

Janet

The first thing I did after I became a Christian was
to buy a Bible. I spent my weeks’ bus fare on a Bible
and walked to and from school for the rest of the
week. I’ve loved God’s word ever since, which is
why I choose to support the work of Bible Society.

Praise God for the opportunities opening
up in Egypt. What a real breakthrough!
I love reading information about the
countries – it is so helpful in prayer, as
well as being interesting.

James

Rose

I am 81 and as I grow older, the spiritual
fight seems to get tougher. That is why
my Bible is so precious to me. Your
letters from distant lands give me great
encouragement. Thank you!

Thank you for the new look of the Bible a
Month prayer letter. I’ve supported this
work for over 30 years, and am overjoyed
to see my regular Christian giving have a
direct impact on people’s lives.

We love to hear from you. Email us your thoughts at bam@biblesociety.org.uk or use the comments form attached.
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Discovering
the Bible in
sign language
in Eswatini
EYEWITNESS
REPORT

“

We have to make
God’s word as
accessible as
possible, to reach
out to every tribe,
nation and people.

”

‘I like John chapter 3, verse 16 where
it talks about Jesus loving the world.
God is good. He sent Jesus to love us.’
These were the words of Thandolwethu, a lively little boy I met on a recent
visit to Eswatini (previously known as
Swaziland). But he didn’t speak them
in the way you might expect.
Like tens of thousands of others in
Eswatini, Thandolwethu is deaf, and
he was communicating with me
through a sign language interpreter.
Thandolwethu attends the only deaf
school in the whole of Eswatini. There,
his school teaches him about the
Bible using sign language.
This is a vital ministry in the
country, and it’s thanks to your
generosity through Bible a Month
that the Bible is being translated
into sign language.

Before my visit, I had many questions:
why was a Bible translation into sign
language necessary in the first place?
Why not just read a regular Bible?
The head teacher of Thandolwethu’s
school helped me understand.
‘The language of the deaf people
is sign language – not English, not
siSwati, but sign language,’ she told
me. ‘We use hands, we use our eyes,
we use our brain, we use our body to
understand the things in front of us. So
when the Bible is in sign language, it
helps us to understand it better.’
This was clearly true for Thandolwethu.
He signed to me, ‘I can’t understand
about chapters in the Bible, but I can
understand the stories.’
It became apparent to me that for
Scripture to be truly available to
everyone – a core mission of Bible
Society – we can’t just rely on existing
formats and translations.
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‘The parents feel like it’s a burden to
them,’ Thandolwethu’s head teacher
told me. ‘One parent once said she
would have killed her baby if she knew
she had given birth to a deaf child.’

As I spent more time with Thandolwethu, I saw none of the hurt or shyness
you might expect to see from his life
as a deaf young person in Eswatini. He
just exuded joy.

But the Bible is a vital source of
truth for the deaf community.

When I asked him what difference
the Bible made to him, he said, ‘I thank
God now because I know how to
respect others.’
And then a remarkable thing happened. He started singing, in sign
language. Springing up from his seat
opposite me, he began to dance and
make energetic signs. The interpreter
translated it for us: ‘Wow, wow – God
is good! Wow, wow – God is strong!
Wow, wow – God made everything!’

“

Thank you for helping sustain
vital Bible ministry in the
hardest of times.

”

Tom Newbold
Bible a Month
Co-ordinator
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‘That’s my song,’ he said.

For the estimated 29 million people living
in Mozambique, the threat of natural
disaster is a constant reality. Extreme
weather events from droughts, to floods,
to tropical cyclones cause destruction
and suffering. And the cyclical nature
of these events renews the trauma and
keeps the nation in poverty.
In March 2019 Cyclone Idai made
landfall in Beira, the fourth largest city in
Mozambique and home to around half
a million people. Extremely high winds
and the storm surge of 2.5 meters,
on top of already high tides, caused
catastrophic flooding.

The cyclone is thought to have
affected up to a million people in
Mozambique alone.
Homes, schools and health centres
were destroyed, and more than 385,000
hectares of crops were lost.
Siteki School for the Deaf head teacher,
Mrs Thobile Fakudze

Valente who leads our team in Mozambique said this was the worst natural

disaster the country had ever endured.
The warehouse and offices at the Beira
depot were completely wrecked and all
the Bibles and translation equipment
were lost.
Nine months on, the tragedy of Cyclone
Idai is still very much in evidence.
Valente said, ‘We still wait every
day for news about people who’ve
disappeared. When we don’t hear from
them, we have to assume they’re dead.
We’ll never recover their bodies.’
The suffering is far from over.
But your generous support through
Bible a Month has helped bring the
comfort and healing of God’s word
in the most difficult times.
Thanks to you, our team has responded
with emergency Bible distribution and
launched a trauma healing programme
for those most affected by the disaster.
‘I am so grateful for the way you’ve
helped us,’ Valente told us. ‘Please
thank the donors in England for their
generosity towards us.’ Thank you for
helping sustain vital Bible ministry in
the hardest of times.
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Prayer pointers
Please pray for those
grieving the tragic
loss of loved ones in
the wake of Cyclone
Idai. Ask God to
protect survivors as
they rebuild their
lives in unstable
circumstances.

have died from HIV/AIDS, our team is
committed to helping those on the
edge of society dig deeply into God’s
word. Thank you so much for your
generosity, which helps to sustain this
vital ministry.

When Communist rule came to Albania
in 1967, all religious observance and
education was banned and the country
was declared the first atheist state in the
world. Religious leaders went to prison,
churches and mosques were shut, and
parents were forbidden from sharing
their faith with their children. When
the system fell in 1990, missionaries
flooded the country and Christianity
grew rapidly. Yet no modern and
accessible translation from the original
languages existed.

Thank God for
the dedication
of our team in
Mozambique. Please
pray that people
will find comfort
and healing in God’s
word as they receive
Bibles and trauma
healing support.
Please pray for the
swift rebuilding of
the Beira depot and
replacement of the
Bible translation
equipment so that
Bible translation and
distribution work
can continue.

Thanks to your generous support
through Bible a Month, our Albanian
colleagues have just finished work
on a new, interconfessional Bible
translation in modern Albanian with
the full and authorised participation of
all churches in the country. Thanks to
you, our colleagues are now planning

Bringing the Bible to the most
vulnerable communities in Eswatini

Pray for those who
receive spiritual support
and trauma healing, that
they would find comfort,
hope and meaning in
God’s word.
Thank God for the
sign language videos
which are being used
to teach Bible stories
to deaf children like
Thandolwethu.

January
Prayer pointers

to print 20,000 Bibles and make the
translation available in two Bible apps,
to provide even more opportunities
to reach those outside the church in
their country.

The new interconfessional Bible
translation in modern Albanian

Praise God for our colleagues’ commitment to
demonstrating God’s love
in practical ways to some
of the most vulnerable
communities in Eswatini.

Please pray that the Bible
story translations will
transform lives as those
in the deaf community
receive God’s word in a
language and format they
can understand.

ALBANIA

#
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Whether it’s continuing Bible translation
work in sign language, reaching out
to people with albinism or spreading
God’s love to orphans whose parents

Believers crying out to God in the wake of the disaster

The storm raged for three days,
killing more than 900 people across
Mozambique and the neighbouring
countries of Malawi and Zimbabwe.

Thandolwethu signing his song to God

With a population of around 1.2 million
people, Eswatini (previously known as
Swaziland) is a small, landlocked country
in the heart of southern Africa. As well
as high rates of hearing disabilities, the
population of Eswatini has suffered the
devastating effects of HIV/AIDS over
the last few decades. Around 24% of
children in the country are orphans, and
many are forced to fend for themselves
in vulnerable situations. But thanks to
your generosity, our team in Eswatini
is determined to reach out to these
neglected communities, to ensure
they too can access and understand
the word of God.

M I S S I O N U P D AT E
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‘The Bible helps them a lot,’ the head
teacher continued. ‘Sometimes the
children say “my mother doesn’t love
me”, “my father doesn’t love me”. We
even have tragic cases of children
trying to commit suicide. But when we
bring the Bible in, we teach them that
Jesus Christ loves them as they are.
Sometimes we have group discussions
where the pastor brings a verse about
God’s love. We remind them that Jesus
loves them, even if their parents don’t.’

Comfort, healing and
hope for the survivors
of Cyclone Idai

‘I find it quite easy to communicate
with him, but it’s still difficult for the
other children in the homestead,’
Siphiwe told me. ‘I don’t really know
sign language, but we’ve developed
our own way of communication.’

December
Prayer pointers

ESWATINI
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Deaf people like Thandolwethu in
Eswatini can be severely marginalised,
struggling to feel accepted or valued in
the society around them. They are often
isolated by their communities, and
might have limited access to education
and employment opportunities.

Because of his deafness, Thandolwethu
was disowned by his father when he
was young. His present carer, Siphiwe
Lukhele, is still searching for a birth
certificate from the authorities to find
his exact age.
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That’s what your Bible a Month gift is
doing – and it’s changing lives.
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We have to make God’s word as
accessible as possible, to reach out
to every tribe, nation and people.

Praise God for the team
of translators who have
faithfully worked on this
translation project since
2001.
Thank God for the
20,000 copies of the
Bible which our Albanian
colleagues are planning
to distribute among the
Orthodox, Catholic and
Protestant communities.
Please pray that the lives
of many Albanians will
be touched as they read
God’s word in a language
they fully understand.
Pray that the events
around the Bible
launch will also serve
the Churches, as they
seek to equip people to
rediscover God’s word.

‘The parents feel like it’s a burden to
them,’ Thandolwethu’s head teacher
told me. ‘One parent once said she
would have killed her baby if she knew
she had given birth to a deaf child.’

As I spent more time with Thandolwethu, I saw none of the hurt or shyness
you might expect to see from his life
as a deaf young person in Eswatini. He
just exuded joy.

But the Bible is a vital source of
truth for the deaf community.

When I asked him what difference
the Bible made to him, he said, ‘I thank
God now because I know how to
respect others.’
And then a remarkable thing happened. He started singing, in sign
language. Springing up from his seat
opposite me, he began to dance and
make energetic signs. The interpreter
translated it for us: ‘Wow, wow – God
is good! Wow, wow – God is strong!
Wow, wow – God made everything!’

“

Thank you for helping sustain
vital Bible ministry in the
hardest of times.

”

Tom Newbold
Bible a Month
Co-ordinator
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‘That’s my song,’ he said.

For the estimated 29 million people living
in Mozambique, the threat of natural
disaster is a constant reality. Extreme
weather events from droughts, to floods,
to tropical cyclones cause destruction
and suffering. And the cyclical nature
of these events renews the trauma and
keeps the nation in poverty.
In March 2019 Cyclone Idai made
landfall in Beira, the fourth largest city in
Mozambique and home to around half
a million people. Extremely high winds
and the storm surge of 2.5 meters,
on top of already high tides, caused
catastrophic flooding.

The cyclone is thought to have
affected up to a million people in
Mozambique alone.
Homes, schools and health centres
were destroyed, and more than 385,000
hectares of crops were lost.
Siteki School for the Deaf head teacher,
Mrs Thobile Fakudze

Valente who leads our team in Mozambique said this was the worst natural

disaster the country had ever endured.
The warehouse and offices at the Beira
depot were completely wrecked and all
the Bibles and translation equipment
were lost.
Nine months on, the tragedy of Cyclone
Idai is still very much in evidence.
Valente said, ‘We still wait every
day for news about people who’ve
disappeared. When we don’t hear from
them, we have to assume they’re dead.
We’ll never recover their bodies.’
The suffering is far from over.
But your generous support through
Bible a Month has helped bring the
comfort and healing of God’s word
in the most difficult times.
Thanks to you, our team has responded
with emergency Bible distribution and
launched a trauma healing programme
for those most affected by the disaster.
‘I am so grateful for the way you’ve
helped us,’ Valente told us. ‘Please
thank the donors in England for their
generosity towards us.’ Thank you for
helping sustain vital Bible ministry in
the hardest of times.
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Prayer pointers
Please pray for those
grieving the tragic
loss of loved ones in
the wake of Cyclone
Idai. Ask God to
protect survivors as
they rebuild their
lives in unstable
circumstances.

have died from HIV/AIDS, our team is
committed to helping those on the
edge of society dig deeply into God’s
word. Thank you so much for your
generosity, which helps to sustain this
vital ministry.

When Communist rule came to Albania
in 1967, all religious observance and
education was banned and the country
was declared the first atheist state in the
world. Religious leaders went to prison,
churches and mosques were shut, and
parents were forbidden from sharing
their faith with their children. When
the system fell in 1990, missionaries
flooded the country and Christianity
grew rapidly. Yet no modern and
accessible translation from the original
languages existed.

Thank God for
the dedication
of our team in
Mozambique. Please
pray that people
will find comfort
and healing in God’s
word as they receive
Bibles and trauma
healing support.
Please pray for the
swift rebuilding of
the Beira depot and
replacement of the
Bible translation
equipment so that
Bible translation and
distribution work
can continue.

Thanks to your generous support
through Bible a Month, our Albanian
colleagues have just finished work
on a new, interconfessional Bible
translation in modern Albanian with
the full and authorised participation of
all churches in the country. Thanks to
you, our colleagues are now planning

Bringing the Bible to the most
vulnerable communities in Eswatini

Pray for those who
receive spiritual support
and trauma healing, that
they would find comfort,
hope and meaning in
God’s word.
Thank God for the
sign language videos
which are being used
to teach Bible stories
to deaf children like
Thandolwethu.

January
Prayer pointers

to print 20,000 Bibles and make the
translation available in two Bible apps,
to provide even more opportunities
to reach those outside the church in
their country.

The new interconfessional Bible
translation in modern Albanian

Praise God for our colleagues’ commitment to
demonstrating God’s love
in practical ways to some
of the most vulnerable
communities in Eswatini.

Please pray that the Bible
story translations will
transform lives as those
in the deaf community
receive God’s word in a
language and format they
can understand.

ALBANIA

#
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Whether it’s continuing Bible translation
work in sign language, reaching out
to people with albinism or spreading
God’s love to orphans whose parents

Believers crying out to God in the wake of the disaster

The storm raged for three days,
killing more than 900 people across
Mozambique and the neighbouring
countries of Malawi and Zimbabwe.

Thandolwethu signing his song to God

With a population of around 1.2 million
people, Eswatini (previously known as
Swaziland) is a small, landlocked country
in the heart of southern Africa. As well
as high rates of hearing disabilities, the
population of Eswatini has suffered the
devastating effects of HIV/AIDS over
the last few decades. Around 24% of
children in the country are orphans, and
many are forced to fend for themselves
in vulnerable situations. But thanks to
your generosity, our team in Eswatini
is determined to reach out to these
neglected communities, to ensure
they too can access and understand
the word of God.

M I S S I O N U P D AT E
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‘The Bible helps them a lot,’ the head
teacher continued. ‘Sometimes the
children say “my mother doesn’t love
me”, “my father doesn’t love me”. We
even have tragic cases of children
trying to commit suicide. But when we
bring the Bible in, we teach them that
Jesus Christ loves them as they are.
Sometimes we have group discussions
where the pastor brings a verse about
God’s love. We remind them that Jesus
loves them, even if their parents don’t.’

Comfort, healing and
hope for the survivors
of Cyclone Idai

‘I find it quite easy to communicate
with him, but it’s still difficult for the
other children in the homestead,’
Siphiwe told me. ‘I don’t really know
sign language, but we’ve developed
our own way of communication.’

December
Prayer pointers
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Deaf people like Thandolwethu in
Eswatini can be severely marginalised,
struggling to feel accepted or valued in
the society around them. They are often
isolated by their communities, and
might have limited access to education
and employment opportunities.

Because of his deafness, Thandolwethu
was disowned by his father when he
was young. His present carer, Siphiwe
Lukhele, is still searching for a birth
certificate from the authorities to find
his exact age.
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That’s what your Bible a Month gift is
doing – and it’s changing lives.
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We have to make God’s word as
accessible as possible, to reach out
to every tribe, nation and people.

Praise God for the team
of translators who have
faithfully worked on this
translation project since
2001.
Thank God for the
20,000 copies of the
Bible which our Albanian
colleagues are planning
to distribute among the
Orthodox, Catholic and
Protestant communities.
Please pray that the lives
of many Albanians will
be touched as they read
God’s word in a language
they fully understand.
Pray that the events
around the Bible
launch will also serve
the Churches, as they
seek to equip people to
rediscover God’s word.

‘The parents feel like it’s a burden to
them,’ Thandolwethu’s head teacher
told me. ‘One parent once said she
would have killed her baby if she knew
she had given birth to a deaf child.’

As I spent more time with Thandolwethu, I saw none of the hurt or shyness
you might expect to see from his life
as a deaf young person in Eswatini. He
just exuded joy.

But the Bible is a vital source of
truth for the deaf community.

When I asked him what difference
the Bible made to him, he said, ‘I thank
God now because I know how to
respect others.’
And then a remarkable thing happened. He started singing, in sign
language. Springing up from his seat
opposite me, he began to dance and
make energetic signs. The interpreter
translated it for us: ‘Wow, wow – God
is good! Wow, wow – God is strong!
Wow, wow – God made everything!’

“

Thank you for helping sustain
vital Bible ministry in the
hardest of times.

”

Tom Newbold
Bible a Month
Co-ordinator
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‘That’s my song,’ he said.

For the estimated 29 million people living
in Mozambique, the threat of natural
disaster is a constant reality. Extreme
weather events from droughts, to floods,
to tropical cyclones cause destruction
and suffering. And the cyclical nature
of these events renews the trauma and
keeps the nation in poverty.
In March 2019 Cyclone Idai made
landfall in Beira, the fourth largest city in
Mozambique and home to around half
a million people. Extremely high winds
and the storm surge of 2.5 meters,
on top of already high tides, caused
catastrophic flooding.

The cyclone is thought to have
affected up to a million people in
Mozambique alone.
Homes, schools and health centres
were destroyed, and more than 385,000
hectares of crops were lost.
Siteki School for the Deaf head teacher,
Mrs Thobile Fakudze

Valente who leads our team in Mozambique said this was the worst natural

disaster the country had ever endured.
The warehouse and offices at the Beira
depot were completely wrecked and all
the Bibles and translation equipment
were lost.
Nine months on, the tragedy of Cyclone
Idai is still very much in evidence.
Valente said, ‘We still wait every
day for news about people who’ve
disappeared. When we don’t hear from
them, we have to assume they’re dead.
We’ll never recover their bodies.’
The suffering is far from over.
But your generous support through
Bible a Month has helped bring the
comfort and healing of God’s word
in the most difficult times.
Thanks to you, our team has responded
with emergency Bible distribution and
launched a trauma healing programme
for those most affected by the disaster.
‘I am so grateful for the way you’ve
helped us,’ Valente told us. ‘Please
thank the donors in England for their
generosity towards us.’ Thank you for
helping sustain vital Bible ministry in
the hardest of times.
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Prayer pointers
Please pray for those
grieving the tragic
loss of loved ones in
the wake of Cyclone
Idai. Ask God to
protect survivors as
they rebuild their
lives in unstable
circumstances.

have died from HIV/AIDS, our team is
committed to helping those on the
edge of society dig deeply into God’s
word. Thank you so much for your
generosity, which helps to sustain this
vital ministry.

When Communist rule came to Albania
in 1967, all religious observance and
education was banned and the country
was declared the first atheist state in the
world. Religious leaders went to prison,
churches and mosques were shut, and
parents were forbidden from sharing
their faith with their children. When
the system fell in 1990, missionaries
flooded the country and Christianity
grew rapidly. Yet no modern and
accessible translation from the original
languages existed.

Thank God for
the dedication
of our team in
Mozambique. Please
pray that people
will find comfort
and healing in God’s
word as they receive
Bibles and trauma
healing support.
Please pray for the
swift rebuilding of
the Beira depot and
replacement of the
Bible translation
equipment so that
Bible translation and
distribution work
can continue.

Thanks to your generous support
through Bible a Month, our Albanian
colleagues have just finished work
on a new, interconfessional Bible
translation in modern Albanian with
the full and authorised participation of
all churches in the country. Thanks to
you, our colleagues are now planning

Bringing the Bible to the most
vulnerable communities in Eswatini

Pray for those who
receive spiritual support
and trauma healing, that
they would find comfort,
hope and meaning in
God’s word.
Thank God for the
sign language videos
which are being used
to teach Bible stories
to deaf children like
Thandolwethu.

January
Prayer pointers

to print 20,000 Bibles and make the
translation available in two Bible apps,
to provide even more opportunities
to reach those outside the church in
their country.

The new interconfessional Bible
translation in modern Albanian

Praise God for our colleagues’ commitment to
demonstrating God’s love
in practical ways to some
of the most vulnerable
communities in Eswatini.

Please pray that the Bible
story translations will
transform lives as those
in the deaf community
receive God’s word in a
language and format they
can understand.

ALBANIA

#
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Whether it’s continuing Bible translation
work in sign language, reaching out
to people with albinism or spreading
God’s love to orphans whose parents

Believers crying out to God in the wake of the disaster

The storm raged for three days,
killing more than 900 people across
Mozambique and the neighbouring
countries of Malawi and Zimbabwe.

Thandolwethu signing his song to God

With a population of around 1.2 million
people, Eswatini (previously known as
Swaziland) is a small, landlocked country
in the heart of southern Africa. As well
as high rates of hearing disabilities, the
population of Eswatini has suffered the
devastating effects of HIV/AIDS over
the last few decades. Around 24% of
children in the country are orphans, and
many are forced to fend for themselves
in vulnerable situations. But thanks to
your generosity, our team in Eswatini
is determined to reach out to these
neglected communities, to ensure
they too can access and understand
the word of God.

M I S S I O N U P D AT E
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‘The Bible helps them a lot,’ the head
teacher continued. ‘Sometimes the
children say “my mother doesn’t love
me”, “my father doesn’t love me”. We
even have tragic cases of children
trying to commit suicide. But when we
bring the Bible in, we teach them that
Jesus Christ loves them as they are.
Sometimes we have group discussions
where the pastor brings a verse about
God’s love. We remind them that Jesus
loves them, even if their parents don’t.’

Comfort, healing and
hope for the survivors
of Cyclone Idai

‘I find it quite easy to communicate
with him, but it’s still difficult for the
other children in the homestead,’
Siphiwe told me. ‘I don’t really know
sign language, but we’ve developed
our own way of communication.’

December
Prayer pointers
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Deaf people like Thandolwethu in
Eswatini can be severely marginalised,
struggling to feel accepted or valued in
the society around them. They are often
isolated by their communities, and
might have limited access to education
and employment opportunities.

Because of his deafness, Thandolwethu
was disowned by his father when he
was young. His present carer, Siphiwe
Lukhele, is still searching for a birth
certificate from the authorities to find
his exact age.
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That’s what your Bible a Month gift is
doing – and it’s changing lives.
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We have to make God’s word as
accessible as possible, to reach out
to every tribe, nation and people.

Praise God for the team
of translators who have
faithfully worked on this
translation project since
2001.
Thank God for the
20,000 copies of the
Bible which our Albanian
colleagues are planning
to distribute among the
Orthodox, Catholic and
Protestant communities.
Please pray that the lives
of many Albanians will
be touched as they read
God’s word in a language
they fully understand.
Pray that the events
around the Bible
launch will also serve
the Churches, as they
seek to equip people to
rediscover God’s word.

Area

Population

Languages

6,704 sq
miles, approx.
7% of UK

1.2 million,
approx. 1.7%
of UK

English, siSwati

Literacy
rates
87.5%

MOZAMBIQUE

E S WAT I N I

‘Go therefore and make disciples of
all nations, baptising them in the
name of the Father and of the Son
and of the Holy Spirit.’
MATTHEW 28.19 (ESV)

LESOTHO

Looking for ideas to give a meaningful
present this Christmas? If so, keep on
reading! We’ve developed a range of
exciting new charity gifts for you to
choose from. Instead of buying a regular
present this year, you could provide a
Bible to a child, set up a literacy class
for women, or train a church leader.
Whichever project you choose to
support, your gift will make a lifechanging difference to people around
the world.
You can find out more about the gifts at:

biblesociety.org.uk/charitygifts
And that’s not all! We’ve created a brand
new children’s nativity story booklet –
With Love from God to You, to help you

share the Christmas story with those around you. To
encourage you to spread the good news, we’ve also
developed accompanying resources for churches
and respective editions in Welsh.
To make things even more exciting, we’ve partnered
with The Entertainer toyshop to offer a free copy of
the story booklet to all families visiting their stores
this Christmas.
Please pray for this amazing
opportunity to share the true
Biblical message of Christmas
this December.
You can order the Christmas
resources online at:
biblesociety.org.uk/christmas
or by telephone at:
01793 418222
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You are part of an amazing community, committed to see God’s word transform lives
around the world. Here’s a snapshot of what some of you have to say!
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miles, approx.
12% of UK

3.1 million
approx. 4.8%
of UK

Albanian
(official), Greek,
others

Literacy
rates
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NORTH
MACEDONIA

I TA LY

GREECE

ALBANIA

‘So faith comes from hearing, and
hearing through the word of Christ.’
ROMANS 10.17 (ESV)

Elizabeth

Janet

The first thing I did after I became a Christian was
to buy a Bible. I spent my weeks’ bus fare on a Bible
and walked to and from school for the rest of the
week. I’ve loved God’s word ever since, which is
why I choose to support the work of Bible Society.

Praise God for the opportunities opening
up in Egypt. What a real breakthrough!
I love reading information about the
countries – it is so helpful in prayer, as
well as being interesting.

James

Rose

I am 81 and as I grow older, the spiritual
fight seems to get tougher. That is why
my Bible is so precious to me. Your
letters from distant lands give me great
encouragement. Thank you!

Thank you for the new look of the Bible a
Month prayer letter. I’ve supported this
work for over 30 years, and am overjoyed
to see my regular Christian giving have a
direct impact on people’s lives.

We love to hear from you. Email us your thoughts at bam@biblesociety.org.uk or use the comments form attached.
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Discovering
the Bible in
sign language
in Eswatini
EYEWITNESS
REPORT

“

We have to make
God’s word as
accessible as
possible, to reach
out to every tribe,
nation and people.

”

‘I like John chapter 3, verse 16 where
it talks about Jesus loving the world.
God is good. He sent Jesus to love us.’
These were the words of Thandolwethu, a lively little boy I met on a recent
visit to Eswatini (previously known as
Swaziland). But he didn’t speak them
in the way you might expect.
Like tens of thousands of others in
Eswatini, Thandolwethu is deaf, and
he was communicating with me
through a sign language interpreter.
Thandolwethu attends the only deaf
school in the whole of Eswatini. There,
his school teaches him about the
Bible using sign language.
This is a vital ministry in the
country, and it’s thanks to your
generosity through Bible a Month
that the Bible is being translated
into sign language.

Before my visit, I had many questions:
why was a Bible translation into sign
language necessary in the first place?
Why not just read a regular Bible?
The head teacher of Thandolwethu’s
school helped me understand.
‘The language of the deaf people
is sign language – not English, not
siSwati, but sign language,’ she told
me. ‘We use hands, we use our eyes,
we use our brain, we use our body to
understand the things in front of us. So
when the Bible is in sign language, it
helps us to understand it better.’
This was clearly true for Thandolwethu.
He signed to me, ‘I can’t understand
about chapters in the Bible, but I can
understand the stories.’
It became apparent to me that for
Scripture to be truly available to
everyone – a core mission of Bible
Society – we can’t just rely on existing
formats and translations.
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